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Higher level thinking, reasoning, and explaining have become more of a focus in mathematics instruction.  How can 
we engage students in meaningful conversations around math and extend this to their writing?  We explored how 
Number Talks and Math Notebooks impacted these areas. 
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PLT SMART Goal  

We will examine how the implementation of number talks and math notebooks affects students' ability to 
explain their thinking in written and oral forms. 
 
 
 

 
Key Actions 

1. Review book on number talks and examine math notebook tasks 
 
2. Identify beneficial structures 
 
3. Develop a rubric to assess current and future math explanations by students 
 
4. Collect data on current students' ability to explain their thinking in oral and written forms 
 
5. Implement number talks two times a week and use math notebooks in center work two times a week 
 
6. Re-assess students' explanations after participation in number talks and the use of math notebooks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Findings  

 
 

1. Review book on number talks and examine math notebook tasks: 

 In October we individually read various books and excerpts on number talks to help us become 
more familiar with best practices for implementation.  Given the vast experiences of team 
members, we all found this incredibly beneficial and made for a strong foundation going 
forward with the PLT work. 

 

2. Identify beneficial structures: 

 We shared our individual findings with the team and collaborated on identifying the key 
aspects we hoped to implement.  These included: talking about their thinking, understanding 
other’s thinking, making connections between different ways, and using multiple strategies.   

 

3. Develop a rubric to assess current and future math explanations by students: 

 As a team we identified a number of existing math journal rubrics with positive attributes.  In 
the end we decided to utilize the best features of each and modified some to better suit our 
needs.  For example, our emphasis was on the written explanations, specifically pictures 
numbers and words to show understanding. 

 

4. Collect data on current students’ ability to explain their thinking in oral and written forms: 

 As a team we used the rubrics to assess two math journal entries from the beginning and 
middle of the year, prior to implementing number talks.  Performances varied greatly from 
student to student: largely dependent on their writing abilities and the level of challenge for 
each task.  This provided us a baseline with which to compare future work after number talks 
were implemented. 

 

5. Implement number talks two times a week and use math notebooks in center work three times a 
week: 

 We partnered with two classrooms, a kindergarten class and first grade class, to help guide the 
teachers in implementing number talks and math notebooks effectively.   

 

6. Re-assess students’ explanations after participation in number talks and the use of math notebooks: 

 As a team we reviewed an additional classroom notebook entry to assess their written 
explanations and the progress made against the developed rubric.  In both classrooms we 
observed a significant increase in performance for students.  Some trends include both classes 
eliminating any 1-star entries and both classes greatly increasing the percentage of students 
who achieves a 4-star rating. 

 
 
 
 

 



Recommendations / Next Steps  

Provide professional development around number talks and math notebooks. 
 
Explore the current Envisions Math Program for suitable areas where Number Talk can be implemented.  Are there 
sections of the curriculum that can be substituted with a number talk? 
 
Continue to assess students’ mathematical explanations through rubrics and observational notes. 
 
 
 
 
 

 


